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SUMMARY 

The method described in this paper is capable of determining the flexural behavior of 
RC and PC sections. It uses a "slice" discretization of the cross section and thus, it is 
applicable to any concrete section, without shape restriction. The described tie model 
used for the calculation of each slice is destined to be finally implemented in a shell FE 
package. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past thirty years, several post-tensioned bridges have exhibited an 
unsatisfactory long-term behavior under service loads, characterized by a non-
stabilization of deformation and increased cracking over time. While explanations are 
available [1], some effects cannot be easily taken into account using beam analysis 
only. It is expected that the finer degree of modeling offered by shell analysis will lead 
to a better understanding of the actual behavior. 

The goal of the research project is to develop a computation tool suitable for use by 
civil engineers to evaluate the effect of cracking and long-term effects (creep & 
shrinkage). This will be achieved by implementing a new material model into an 
existing commercial shell FE program. 

The CEB-FIP moment-curvature relationship is a well established tool for the 
computation of long-term deflections of concrete structures. FE programs using this 
relationship have already been developed and successfully used for the computation of 
beam-type structures [2]. Its validity is however limited to beam-type structures. This 
research proposes an enhanced concrete tie model, derived from another CEB 
contribution [3]. The enhanced concrete tie model accurately describes the behavior of 
a concrete tie in tension or compression, as well as the behavior of a "slice" of concrete 
in a section subjected to bending with and without axial force. This allows its use to 
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describe the in-plane properties of shell elements, as they appear, for example, in the 
web or flange of a box-girder section. This model has been extensively compared to the 
results given by the CEB MC relationship and has given excellent results. These results, 
as well as the method, are described in this paper.  

2. PHYSICAL MODELS 

2.1. CEB-FIP Moment-curvature relationship 

This relationship gives the mean curvature of an RC beam subjected to bending 
moment with or without an axial compression force. It gives accurate results for 
compact sections with a vertical symetry axis. On the other hand, it does not include 
shear effects. Furthermore axial tension forces are not handled. 
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Figure 1. CEB-FIP Moment-curvature relationship 
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NM ,  = bending moment and normal force applied to the section 

mψ  = mean curvature under M , N 

rM  = cracking moment of the section under N 

1ψ , 2ψ  = state I,II curvatures under M , N 

r1ψ , r2ψ  = state I,II curvatures under Mr , N 
β  = uncracked concrete contribution coefficient 
 = 0.8 for first loading 
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 = 0.5 for long term loading 

 

2.2. Concrete tie model 

The enhanced concrete tie model is derived from the relationship proposed by Sippel in 
[3]. Two modifications are introduced. 

In the original model, the stabilized-crack branch of the relationship is parallel to the 
state II. Since the moment-curvature relationship is asymptotical to the state II, the 
stabilized-crack branch has been modified as show in figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Modification of the  
final crack pattern stage 

Figure 3. Residual tensile strength of 
cracked non reinforced slice 

In low reinforced concrete slices, the tensile strength after the first crack occurs is equal 
to the yielding force of the reinforcement. In very low or non reinforced concrete slices, 
a residual tensile strength is defined as a percentage of the tensile strength of the slice 
(fig. 3). This applies especially to the intermediate zones of the section where there is 
no particular reinforcement and the strains are imposed by the main reinforcement at 
the top or at the bottom of the section. 
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Figure 4. Modified relationship for a typical reinforced concrete section 

Hence the following formulation, for a reinforced concrete slice at service state: 

flctf ,  = mean flexural tensile strength of concrete 

flctflct ff ,%5, 75.0 ⋅=  

flctflct ff ,%95, 25.1 ⋅=  

cA  = raw concrete section area 

sA  = reinforcement section area 

sE  = E-modulus of steel 

cE  = ( )tEc  E-modulus of concrete 

IEA  = ( ) ssscc AEAAE ⋅+−⋅  (stiffness of the uncracked slice - state I) 

IIEA  = ss AE ⋅  (stiffness of the cracked slice - state II) 
N  = force in the RC slice 
ε  = strain in the RC slice 

 

uncracked Stage, including compression: 

ε⋅= IEAN      if     1srεε <  
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with cflctsr Efk %5,1 ⋅=ε  

 =k reduction factor for the tensile strength under long term loading 

 

progressive cracking: 

( )1
1

1
1 sr

srsrn

srsrn
sr

NNNN εε
εε

−⋅
−
−

+=      if     srnsr εεε <<1  

with Isrsr EAN ⋅= 11 ε    (first crack) 

%5,%95,1 flctflctsrsrn ffNN ⋅=   (last crack) 

IIsrsr EAN 12 =ε  
( )12 srsrtIIsrnsrn EAN εεβε −⋅−=  

40.0=tβ  first loading 
25.0=tβ  long term loading or cyclic loading 

 

final crack pattern: 
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with syy Ef=ε  

 syy AfN ⋅=  

 

Reinforcement yielding: 

yNN =      if     εε <y  

 

Two more conditions must be checked. First: 

If     1srεε >      then     yNN ≤  

And second, the residual tensile force of the slice: 

If     1srεε >     then     1%12 srres NNN ⋅=≥  

The value of 12% has been calibrated by testing the numerical model. 
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Figure 5. Force-strain relationship for different  
reinforcement levels of the same concrete section 

2.3. Implementation 

The RC or PC section is discretized into slices parallel to the neutral axis. The 
reinforcement is distributed in the concerned slices. The tie model is applied to each 
slice. 

Since the force-strain relationship is a global model considering the reinforced concrete 
as an homogenous material, the discretization has to be rather rough. To avoid scale 
effects and to take in account the reinforcement bars spacement, we are going to 
consider an equivalent slice with a reduced concrete area. 
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Figure 5. Effective application zone of the concrete tie relationship 

3. COMPARISON MODEL 

 

3.1. CEB-FIP moment curvature model 

… 
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Figure x. CEB-FIP Moment-curvature relationship 
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NM ,  = bending moment and normal force applied to the section 

mψ  = mean curvature under M , N 

rM  = cracking moment of the section under N 

1ψ  = state I curvature under M , N 

2ψ  = state II curvature under M , N 

r1ψ  = state I curvature under Mr , N 

r2ψ  = state II curvature under Mr , N 
β  = uncracked concrete contribution coefficient 
 = 0.8 for first loading 
 = 0.5 for long term loading 

 

3.2. Comparison criterion for large scale parametric studies 

… 
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4. RESULTS 

… 

4.1. Comparison with CEB-FIP moment-curvature model 

… 

4.1.1. Reconstructed moment-curvature relationships 

… 

4.1.2. Application of global comparison criterion 

… 

4.1.3. Parametric study on 3000 sections 

… 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The concrete tie model has been implemented in the finite element program. In the 
coming months, the program will be applied to special cases of long-term behavior. In 
particular, the effect of shrinkage-induced cracking of deck slabs will be investigated. 
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As the goal of this first step is to demonstrate the concordance between the proposed 
model and the CEB-FIP moment-curvature relationship, we are going to calculate only 
sections with vertical symetry axis. This is not a limitation of the method. 
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The base of the model lies in the local application of a concrete tie relationship. The 
cross section is discretized into slices parallel to the neutral axis. The reinforcement is 
distributed in each concerned slice. The strains are considered constant in each slice 
and linear accross the section. 


